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Abstract

360

~ubjects,

assessed for liberal-conservative values, received

2 sets of 3 simulated newspaper stories, each set representing
successive knowledge increments about a fictitious issue.

References

to liberal-conservative values were either made explicit (liberal
and conservative roles being counter-balanced) or eliminated from
the messages.

Major hypotheses were that (a) increasing lmowledge

would result in attitude polarization; (b) polarization would be
in the direction specified by liberal-conservative values; and

(c) polarization would be greater when liberal-conservative value
references were made explicit.

"'~w results showed (a) a slight

overall tendency toward depolarizati0n; (o) no effect as a function
of liberal-conservative values; and (c) minimal support for the
hypothesized effect of value-explicitness.

I(,

Wd.S

concluded that

involvement is a necessary condition for polarization.

...

.l

Attitude Formation as a Function
of Knowledge Increments

and Values.
Richard P. MoGlynn
Loyola University
i

'
i I

i

Although almost all forms of persuasion somehow involve
transmission of new information to the subject, information has
remained a neglected variable in

att~tude

change.

For 8X8117Pl•,

it is McGuire's (1969) view that. attitude change is the end product
of a conditional series of even:," ( a"'.i~ention, comprehension, yielding,
retention, and overt action) and ·Lhat research has been much too
concerned with yielding to the neglect of the other variables in
the chain.

Actually, yielding is not even necessary.

If information

is not packaged in a persuasive communicator, no yielding need take
place.

Still the result may be attitude change.

Consider a subject faced with factual information.

Given the

processes of attention, comprehension, and retention, attitude
cha..'1.ge rray occur when the new information is integrated with previous
knowledge.

Consistency theorists, for example, have been able to

demonstrate att,itude change resulting from the addition of inconsistent
or dissonant information without overt persuasion (Festinger,
Riecken, and Schachter, 19.56; Newcomb, 1961; Tannanba'll111, 1966;

- 3 -

Rokeach_and Rotllllan, 1965; McGuire, 1960).
McGuire (1969) attenpts to outline the distinotiona betweea

-

knowledge and attitude, and between persuasion and 1.utruction.

-

-

With regard to tbe latter, an operat.ioDal distinction 18 ud.e in
tel"llS of the "locus of individual-ditference variance in the
coJllllU.Dication situation." Variation due to attention and co111prehension is called instruction, while Yariation due to 71elding

18 called perauaaion.

Both persuasion and inatruction, however, iq>ly an intent to

change on the part of the communicator.

The more typical eituation

in which attitudes are changed is Olla in which there is no nah

intent.

It is suggested that attitudes are verr often chaaged in

the sam way the7 are formed: by the addition of new intormatia.n.

Greenberg (1964) deaonstrated that change occurs aa the result
of new information.

Subjects pre-tested on their attitudes toward

fallout shelters and the effects or nuclear war ,,... giYen
information on these topice.

Post-teat results showed change in a

direction aore .favorable toward shelter11, and that this obange vu
directl,- related to intoraation gain.

Although, u McGuire {1969) notes, people "seea to know what
the7 like (and especially dislike) even regarding object• about

which they know little, such as Turlca, or which have little
relevance to

t~ir

dail,- concerns, like life in outer apace--or that

do not even exist, like Walonians and Pireneans (Hartley-, 191'6),"

- 4a distinction·will be u.de between attitude change.(topics on which
subjects have initial positions) and attitude tol"ll8tion (topic•
which

au~jects

ba'Ve no initial position).

.Apart

OD

troa this, attitude

formation is largely a process ot attitude change and/or stabilisation.
It is the nature of this process which is t.he concern of thie paper.
An

area of i.Jnrestigation in which information hu not been a neglected

variable is impression tormation.

In the tJPical illpression f ormatioa

study, the subject is presented with a aeriH ot discrete st.iml.1'
descriptive of a peraon or group.

Since tbe atimili an uauall7 given

quantitative Tal.ues independently, the .umer ill which the subject
combines these discrete stimli to fora a •incl• illpreesion can be
measured.

The reference experiment in this area was conducted b;r Aach (1946).
He read a list of seven descriptive adjectives to two groups

ot subjects.

P'or one group the list included the adjective "vara," while for the other
"cold" was substit•ted.

The

~ression

(....-red b;y an adjective

check list) formd by tbe subjects varied u a tunction of the
warm-cold variable.

Asch interpreted thee• re8'Ults in terms of

Gestal.t tbeory, i.e., that the vara-cold variation affected the •a.ning
of the other adjectives in the list.
Such an interpretation is no longer the moat popular.

Inveatigaton

now attenpt to predict the total impression troa the quantitative
information associated with each st:iJlulws itea, and the relation between

. I

'

-~ the o-verall judgmnt and the judgment of' each OOllpOD81lt ia eeen aa

basic not ol'lly to social perception, but to the paychologr of judgment
in general (Rosenberg, 1968).
~rson

(1962), using sets of three adjectives and a 20-point

"likableness" acale to assess the overall illpression, found that an
accurate prediction of "likableness" could be •de from a coabiaation
of the affective values of' the stimulus itus.

LeTY" and Richter (196.3)

used sets of facial photographs as stiaul.ua itmu and groups or

individuals as the objects of judgment and obtained siJlilar results.
The current controver117 in iJlpreaaioa for111t.tion revolves around
the wq in which the eleMnta are coabiucl.

support tor an a..-erqinc model.

Anderson (1965) prmded

Independentl.J' uaesaing the faTOrableneaa

of &djectivea u either H (high), M+ (moderate poaiti ve) 1 R- (moderate
negative) and L (low) he found that an HHM+M+ combination wu judged
less favorable than an HH combination.
favorable than LLM-M-.

Lik-1.se, Lt wu judged leas

The f'indinga that mmH turned out to be more

favorable than HH aad LL more favorable than LLLL are not at variance

with the model if' one assums an initial illpreaaion.

Hance, !Dd.erson

offers a weighted average IK)del.
Ellploying sequantial rather than aillll.taneoua presentation ot the
stllluli, Fishbein and Hunter (1964) obtainecl results differing trom
Anderson'·& and supporting a summation model (Fishbein, 1963).

approach, the con!igurational,
RothJllan (1965).

L

has

A tltircl

been proposed by Rokeach and

According to this belief ot congruence theory,

..--f:k
..

.

I··.·

..

- 6 observed coahi aatiou are pr9dicted to be mre polarised. than &flT
co11>onent.

bl' Mania, Gleuoa,

.1 •illilar prediction has been de'Yeloped

and Dues (1966) u an alternative to both the swmation and averaaing
.,dels.. 'l'beir approxillation predicts: (a) the naluation ot the
c08'>ound groups will al.wa,-• be .,re extre.e than the average ot ita
elementsJ (b) the polarisation ot the compound will increase
nuJlber of ele•nta,

DJ

(c)

U

the nwnber ot

el~

wit~

tm

increaa.a, the

aaount ot additional polarisation accru.inc bT the addition of nn Maben
will decreue with each new •Jlber ac:lded.

Despite the voluae ot research, mdels ot illlpression formation are
still conliidered "first

~proxiutions

to wbat mat be a COllplex •tter"

since with single cognitiTe el••nts, •ia clitterent interactions,
different aeta of dillensions become salient--elementa recruit troa each

other aspects or •aning which aay be latent or m&1' pass u irrelnaat

when the el. .nts are comidared in isolation or in other 1Dte1'ctiou"
(Za.jonc, 1968, P• 325).

A.s long as reaearch on the role of Woration in attitude tor-.tioa
and chug• reaaina liaited to illpreasiou formed

011

the bui• of

discrete descriptive elements, the essence ot the probl8J18 involved Jllght
never be groped.

The present atud;y proposes to aplo7 ruponaea vb:l.ch

are more nearly real social attitudes, and •timli which more trul.7
represent information.

The situation in which a subject receives and

proceases the adjective "honest" when applied to an unknown person .m;r
not produce the essential stimlus element• ot the situations inwhioh
information is ordinarily- received and proc..sed.

.
- 7l"urtbel'llOre, the stim.lua itema typical.17 upl079d in ilrprusion
formation studies are considered to have the e&M Talue on the
favorableness continuua f'or all subjects.

The mre typical •ituatiea

is one in vhich the 1ndividual processes in.tol"ll&tion in term of' bi8

own values.
Intor-.tion and values JIWlt be considered together to obtairt
accurate pictures of' attitudes.

Sllith (1947) states that the intemiv

of an attitude is a tunction of' the extent to which a personal Talue ia
engaged u well u the iJl>ortanoe of' thia valu in the hierarcb;r of' the
indiTidual's central Taluea.
Russia

ae

Yet in hi• •tll.dtr of attitudes toward

reports that intorational. lnel (eetiJlated from auwen to

a series of fact questiona on Russia) waa practicall7 UDrelated to the
direction of opilli.ou about Russia.

The

relationahip, if 81\Y, ot

inf'oraational. leTel to intuaity of attitudes u a .tunction of' Yalu.ea
is not reported.
Theoretically, Taluea and attitudes have been diatiniuisbecl 1a
om ot two vqa (JlcGuire, 1969).

Either Yaluea h&Te been couidered.

to be broader attitudes such that there a:lets a continuum troa apillioa to
attitude to interest to value (Allport, 1937), or attitude• an
considered to be defined in terms of all the values, positive or
u.gative, to which the attitude is instruaatal.

This latter 11pproacb.,

McGuire notes, is the •aM-end analysis shared b,r both the
and averaging theorists.

nmati~a

The •ans-end approach points up the neoeeait.T

tor considering illtormation ad Taluea coaoUl"l"elltJ.7.

..
- 8 -

Another wq iJl which values _., be related to i:ato:r-.tion i• b,r
JIM)dity:l.ng the individual'• receptivit7 to 1.Jltorution.

Fnedmn aD4

Seara (196S) conclude froa t.beir review that there is no sen-ral

p.,.cholOgioal preference for supportive iatormation.

McOuire (1969)

conclude• that t.be'lJn>othe•i• that indiTiclnal• •Mk contind.ng intonation
bu reoeived only fair support, while the }\ypotbeai• that indi:ri.duala

avoid diacontinling intormation is highly questionable.. However,
there i• general agree•nt that holding a Yalue aemitisee an

~Tic1u.al

to be receptive to i:ator-.tion that is relevant to it•. (Saith, 1947J
Freedllan and Seara, 196.5; McGuire, 1969). Furthermore, varioua
theorists (Rosenberg, 19$6; Festinger, 19S7J am. Krech, Cru.tchtield
and Ballaobey", 1962) have postulated that when auoh int'orsation ia not
available the iDdi:rldnal 9:1' invent beliefs that rationalise acquired
affect.
Various learning theo17 approaches also lend th8D18elves
•ans-end analyaia.

the

.lccor41.ng to Hovl._t, Janis, and lellq (19$3)

the proo••• of lea.ming aoceptaace.

to

opinions ia ou of receiving rward. tor

The central problem o:t how a persuasive comunicat.ioa cu

provide rward for acceptance (Insko, 1967) •7 be reaol•ed by' attribatiac
reward properties to Tala-congruence.

Staat.s and Staats (19S9) toUDll

that the strength o:t the effect of conditioning attitudinal rasponaes

is a t"mlction o! the nuaber of condition:tac trials.

Bxt.ending thia .

principle to the aituation under consideration, it llight be Jvpothesised
th.at the strength of the attitudinal respoue will be a .t'unction ot

.
- 9 the DWlber ot the mmber ot preeent.atiom ot Tal.ue-relnaat iatoration.
Si.Jlilar'.cy- 1

the judpental. approach {Sheri! aad Hovland, 1961)

11111' be

interpreted as intoration handling as a tunotion or previoua Taluea.
Informa.tion i• subject to either assillilation or contrast etfeota
depending upon whether it tails in the latitude of acceptance or the
latitude of rejection which are detend.aed 'b1' the individual 1 • v.al.uaa.
Smith {191'7) spelled out two conditicma that are necessary in
order for an attitude to be affected b7 a Talue: {a) th• •cope of th•
value 11UBt be broad enough to apply to t.lw topic; and {b) the iilror-.tion
available to the person mat contain at leut aom baai• for engaging
the value.

If these conditions are aatiatied, and. i f it is also true

that the tind1ng in illpreaaion forsation that extrema stilmli are
given greater weight {Podell and Podell, 1963) can be ext.ended to social
attitudes, then it ia h1J>othesized that increasing intor-.tion will
result in a more extre• attitude (polarisation ) in the direction b7
the individual's value.
There ia indirect nidence on this point.

Bria {1955) dmonatrat.d.

that judgmnts tend to be thrown toward the lli.ddle when the event• to
be judged are ones about which the individual. knows and cares little

(the "•qui-probable through ignorance principle").

He conaidered

attitudes to be teelinga baaed on probabilit7 upectatiana about value
instrumntalit;r.

Hence, when an individaal bu no inf'oration, hi•

expectation is th.at the event Jl8Y' be equiprobabl)" good or bad.

It was

found that the 1110re extrem the probabilit7 rating, the more certain

~
~~

- 11 -

Tari.able produoi.Dg polarisation

app~s

to be the

handling

ot uw

inforation;
Since Wallach and Iogan (1965) have shown that the .re traulli.•Bion
o! info.ration is not su.f'ficient to produce the risky shift, Moscovici
and Zavalloni (1969) suggested (in l.in8 with a mans-end anal781a)

that involve•at vith the situation was the crucial variable.

He

argued that ''whatever the task and the social or individual •ituation,
an individual'• participation in it will reaul.t in a co-1.tment which
in turn produces a shift of judgmnt alMl opiBiona toward extrem:t7.

The directica ·Of the shi.f't is a function ot the values and doJli.unt
attitudes ot the group or 1n societ;n the Yaluea and attitudes baTe
a selective effect." (p. 128)

In uperiMnta involving opinion uteria.l

and judgmlnt ratings with group discussion MoacO'Yici and ZavalloDi

supported this interpretation.

In addition, previous findtngs recariiJtc

ext.re• response st7les (O'Donovan, 196SJ Rud.lton, 1968) were con.firmed

showing that the polarization effect is linked to the meaningtalnus
of the task.
The present stucq vu designed to

teat a DUllber of theoretical.

propositions generated in light of the.above considerations.

It 1•

proposed that1
(1)

There exists a theoretical zero poiat 1n attitude intensit7

which is not subject to masuremnt since aJ13' •asure 11U11t introduce
some knowledge about an issue (at the very least, knowledge ot the ·
existence of the issue).

The necessit7 of this proposition follows

troa the Ejor propositions (numbers 2 ud 3), the polarization 1\Jpoth.....

i

..
- 12 -

(2)

Th~

110re knowledge an indirtclual bu about an iasue, the greater

the tendency tor that individual's attitude to deviate t'rca the theoretical
'

f
~

.

zero point, and the greater the likelihood that his attitude will tenet
to the extre•s of a tavorableness continuWL
(3)

With successive increments of knovledge, attitudes in a group

heterogeneoua with respect to relevant values will beco• polarised.

(4) Polarisation

with increaaing knowledge is controlled b,r the

values to which the new knowledge is re.terred such that polarisation 1•
•

I

in the direction specified b;r the values, and that polarisation is
greater with stronger values.

This proposition arises froa consideration

of the •ans-end anal.;raia.

(5) If increasing knowledge about an iasu.e contain8 uplicit
value referents, polarisation will be facilitated.
(6)

Polarisation 1181' be facilitated b,r situational deaanda which

either (a) force the indi'Yidual to seek more knowledge on the issue;
or (b) force the individual. to categorise available inforaation ia term
of yalues which ant only inplicit or &llbiguoua in the iuforaation
available.

The facilitating effect produced 'b1' /16-b, when the 01117

situational demand is the presence of an attitude scale for the
individual to ark, is eJCpected to be lus than the facilitating
effect of

11'5.

The goal of this 1"9aearch was to test these propositions (with the

exception of 1/1 whioh is untestable b;r de.tiDition) in a situation
tJPical of those in which people receive and proceaa nev knowledge.
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Method
Subject.a.

Subjects were .)60 undergraduate students enrolled in

psyoholoa courses at Loyola Universit7.

They were randoaly uaiped to

each ot" the eight experi.Mntal condi tiom.
Materials.

The stiJlulus •terial.s consisted of a booklet entitled

"Research Form" which contained the following instructions on
pager

t~

cover

"We are interested in the wq people react to news eTents.

This

booklet contains three newspaper clippings, each followed by a short
questionnaire about one event, and three mre clippings and questionnairu

about another.

Pl.ease read all the inatru.ctions and article• ca.re.tully.

Go thru the booklet in order, and do not skip UJ¥ pages."

The booklet contained three aimllat.ed. newspaper clippings about each
of the two issues used in the e:xperiment.
six scales for the subject to check.

Following eaoh clipping were

At the end of each booklet was

attached the Social Attitude Scale developed by Kerlinger (s.. Shaw and
Wright, 1967) as a meuure of liberal-conservative attitudes.

{The

complete scale ia presented in Appendis I).
Each set of clipping• vu designed to ailml.ate successive n.a
stories as they would appear in a daily- nwapaper.

These ••sages vere

written by the experiunter but edited and proofread by a pro.tesaioul

journalist.
an ~ x 11

They

were set in regular D8Wspaper type and centered on

inch sheet which was duplicated on a xerox machine.

Issue I concerned a revolutionary uprising in the fictitious
Central 1-rican country of Bazania.

The tirat •aaage described an

1!i

----------------------------------.ill
·~

'I
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initial clash between reYolutionary and govel"Dll8llt tore•• aad radio
state•nts·b7 both sides.

The second ••sage ct.scribed mre .tightillg

and charges and count.er-charges, while the third was aoatly" concel"ll8d vith
the assination of the government econoa:i.c Jlinister.

(See .Appendix II

for complete texts).
Issue II concerned picketing of the school administration ofticea
in Elyria, Ohio, by a group known as Parents Concerned About Schools.
Again the event was fictitious.
day

The first •ssage described the t:l.ret

ot picketing about a school boundarJ' realignment proposal,' ~luding

stateJ11Bnta trom the protest leader and the superintendent ot schools.
The second Jll8saage introduced the iss\18 ot a petition signed by parent.a
protesting the proposal, while the third mentioned an unproductive ••ting
between the two sides of the dispute.

(See Appendix III for cOJ11plete

texts).
Both sets of me•aagea were written to represent ongoing oonflicta
vhieh were not resolved by the third dq.

They were balanced such that

neither side of the controverey appeared to have the upper band at
11:

11"
'

For both issues there were three versions of the sets ot •ssagea.
One

l

set, the neutral (N) vu written ubiguously" from the point of vi• ot

liberal-conservative values.

These were the value-implicit

••sag••·

In

the other two versions of the messages, these values were made explicit.
In the "right" version (R) the power •tructure (Basanian government
or school administration ) was identified as liberal and as e11p0Wliag
liberal causes, while in the "left" version (L) the power structure

'

- 15 was identified as being conservative.

Conversely, the revolutionaries

or protesters were liberal in the "left" version (L) and conservative
in the "right" version (R).

The

Social Attitude Scale is a 26-itea, 6""Point scale on which the

subject rates his agreement with each statemnt by marking his ruponse
(plus 3 to minus 3) to the left of each it...

The scale waa de'veloped

by •thods o! .f'actor analyais and was used in this study as a •asure

of liberal-conservative value orientation.
?esie

~

procedure.

Each subject received the N (value-implicit)

version ot one set of articles and a value-explicit (L or R) version of
the other.

The order ot adw\nistration waa counterbalanced, Ji.elding

eight exper:L.antal conditions.

The

.360 subjects were randomly assigned

to each of these coaditiODB, 45 per cell.
Subjects were run during regula.rJ.7 scheduled class sessions.
e:xperillenters merely asked tor cooperation in a research project

.1:

id

I

and passed out the booklets which were sel!-oplaaatory.

The dependent variables were •asured by' a series of scales tollOlri..ng
each separate clipping, and by the Social Attitude Scale which was at
the end o.f' the booklet.

The instructions with each set o! scales atateda

''Now that you have read the nevspaper clipping, please answer th8 tollCllll'ing

questions.
blank.
space."

We want :rour first reaction.

Do not leave any o! the scales

Please make your choice marks in the a:lddle of the appropriate
The .first four scales were 7-point scales ranging troa

extre•l;r favorable to extremely unfavorable, and stating: "check

- ,, thl box •Id.oh but duorl• 70ur

t•J1- tc.&rd.1• (t) tba Ba..S.u

.

govermmlt ( 11ehool adatniatration), (2) Bauian presideat (acbeol
aupel"inteDdaDt), (3) the N"t'olutionari• (protutora), (4) 1iM
NYol~

leader (protest leader).

aides ot tM diapllte.

AMtMr

•cal• (S)

Jl.aa illcluded (6) wu a 5-point.

1IU

a 7..,.s.at.

•cal• eoaoeraiJ1c

the n...-tu.l G1ltoom ot natas "oheolc tM box which but de101"1Ma
how 7ou thiak

tm

neat.a that 70u read u.t. will

nentual~

tvn O'Clt.•

Choices ranged troa coaplete T.1.oto17 tor tbe governmnt (acbool
adm n1 stration) to ooaplete T.1.ctor;y tor the rnolutiona.ries (proteatora).

The co:q>lete scales are presented in .Appendix IV.
Results
IndiT.1.chl.al Seal•·

Rating;;, Jn

:.he

four unidirectional scales

dealing with favorableness toward those 1.Dvolved in the events described

vere correlated aeparatel)r for each issue.

Tal;"_'._P.> 1 and 2 preser1t

these correlatio:na for issues I and II respectively.

Scales 1 and 2

referi to the power structure, 3 and 4 to the revolutionaries or
protestors.
Table 1
Issue Is

Correlations between Favorableness Scales

Scale

2

3

4

1

.83

-.59

-.56

-.60

-.57

2

3

.86

- 17 Table 2
Issue II.

Correlationa betlr9en Favorablcmua Scale•

Scale

,

2

3

4

• 76

-.72

-.69

-.64

-.6S

2

.82

3

The :moderate to high absolute values of these coITelationa sugeated.
In ol'flier to be

that all tour scales be combined tor further anal.Jrsis.

certain that results obtained vith tbAtae combined score• nre not
confounded by' differences in scale correlatiou in different treat•nta,
the correlations vere co11puted b7 experillental treatment.

Thie•

coITelations are given in Tab1es 3 and 4 b7 value orientation, aDd
in Tables

5 and 6

by'

knowledge increments.
Table .3

Issue Is

Correlations between Favorableness Scales
For Three Value-orientations.

N

Scales
1
2

3

L

2

3

4

.18

-.48

-.47

-.51

-.49
.85

R

2

3

4

.85

-.63

-.51

-.58

-.53
.86

2

3

.84

-.66

-.62

-.67

-.64

4

.86

Note -- The following abbreviations are used1 N-value illplicit or "neutral•
message;

L-value~licit

"left" version; R-value-eiplicit rrright" version.

,,...-~------------------------,
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Table 4
Issue II:

Correlations between Favorableneaa Soalu
For Three Value-orientations.

N

L

Scales

2

3

1

.66

-.64

-.60

-.54

-.54

2

4

4

2

3

.87

-. 73

-.74

-. 73

-.11

• 76

3

R

4

2

3

.75

-.10

-.67

-.58

-.ss

• 76

.88

Tables .3 and 4 indicate that for both issues the val.ue-1.Jlplioit
messages produced lower correlationa than the
On

value-e~licit

aeaaagea.

issue I, R messages produced higher correlations, while on issue II

the pattern was reversed.

In general, issue I correlations are higher.
Table 5

Issue I:

Correlations between Favorableness Scales for

nm..

Knowledge Incre•nts.

First
Scales

2

3

1

.77

-.56

-.51

-.61

-.54

2

3

l

Second

4

.82

Third

2

3

4

.82

-.58

-.54

-.55

-.54
.86

2

3

4

.89

-.65

-.64

-.63

-.62
.90

,,,..-''·

'
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Table 6
Correlations between Favorableness Soales

Issue II:

for Three Knowledge Increumts.
Second

First
Scales

2

3

4

1

.69

-.63

-.62

-.54

-.51

2

3

4

-.72

-.68

-.63

-.62

2

•15

• 76

3

Third
2

3

.85

-.80

"

-.11

-.74

I

-.76
.88

.83

Tables 5 and 6 reveal a general pattern in which correlations
increase with each knowledge incre•nt.

There is little difference

between the two issues.
Taken together, these tvo correlations seem consistently high
enough across all e:x:peri.Mntal conditions to warrant combining the scores
for analysis.

The observed differences between e:xperillental conditions

are small enough to rule out the possibilit;r that results with the
combined scores will be confounded.
Table 7 presents the correlations between scale

5 (a seven-point

forced choice scale) and the four unidirectional scales for both issues.

- 20 -

Table 7
Issues I and II:

Correlations between Forced Choice
and Unidirectional Scales.
Issue I

Issue II

Scale

,

1

.6S

.66

2

.59

.55

3

-.56
-.55

-.64

4

5

-.63

Since these correlations were somewhat lower than those previously"
presented, and since the reason for this was not immediately apparent,
this acale was dropped from further analysis.
Responses to scale 6, which asked subjects to indioate in whose
favor

ther felt the described events would eventually turn out,

were correlated with the other five scales.

These correlations

are given in Tables 8 and 9 for each knowledge increment of each
issue.

l

'
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Table 8
Issue I;

Correlations between Eventual Outcome Ratings

and Favorableness Scales.
Increments
1

2

3

Total

1

.13

.20

.29

• 21

Scale 6

2

.14

.23

.30

.22

correlated

3

. -.13

-.14

-.27

-.18

with

4

-.15

-.15

-.30

-.20

5

• 21

.21

.41

.30

Table 9

Issue II:

Correlations between Eventual Outcome Ratings
and Favorableness Scales.
Increments
1

2

3

Total

1

.14

.16

.20

.17

Scale 6

2

.03

.02

.16

.01

correlated

3

-.26

-.15

-.18

-.20

with

4

-.21

-.18

-.20

-.20

5

• 21

.27

.27

.25

- 22 These results show a slight tendency on the part o! the subject•
to predict an outcome which is consistent with their expressed attitudes.
For issue I this tendency increased consistently vi th successive
knowledge increments.
Each of the favorableness scales was also correlated with the
subject's score on the Social attitude Scale (SAS).
indicative of mre liberal values.

Higher SAS.scores are

Tables 10 and 11 present these results

by value orientation.

Table 10
Issue I:

Correlations between SAS Scores and Favorableness
Ratings for Three Value-orientations.
N

L

R

1

•, 7

.44

-.29

SAS

2

• 16

.40

-.26

correlated

3

-.23

-.4h

.16

with scale

4

-.27

-.35

.14

5

.16

.41

-. , 5
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Table 11
Issue II:

Correlations between SAS Scores and Fuorableness
Ratings for Three Value-orientations.

These

R

N

L

1

-.02

.39

-.31

SAS

2

.01

.JB

-.25

correlated

3

.01

-.38

.35

with scale

4

-.04

-.44

.31

5

-.03

.42

-.27

results

show

that !or

L

R

masaagee, and somewhat leas tor

messages, more liberal SAS scores were associated with the expected

scale responses, e.g., greater unfavorableness toward the conservative
power structure in L messages.

This vu equally true tor both issues.

The results with the value-inplicit massages, however, were soEVhat
different for each issue.

For issue II, u expected, there was essen-

tially no correlation between liberalism-conservatism and scale
responses.

For issue I, correlations rang:! ng between -. 27 and • 17

emerged in the same direction as the correlations with the L messages.
Thus, N messages for issue I were :more aiatlar to L messages than t1le7
would have been had they been perceived as truly neutral.
Correlations of the scales with SAS scores were also conputed for
the three knowledge increments.

Tables 12 and 1J present these correlatiom

separately for each value orientation for issues I and II.

- 24 Table 12
Issue I

1

Correlations between SAS Scores and Favorableness
Scales for Three Value-orientation and Three

Knowledge Increments.
R

L

N

IncreMnts

Incre•nta

Increments
1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

.12

.23

.17

.48

.46

.37

-.36

-.23

-.29

2

.09

.21

.17

.42

.42

.37

-.29 -.21

-.28

3

-.25

-.22

-.23

-.57 -.41

-.35

.20

•, 3

.22

4

-.31

-.28

-.23

-.43

-.31

-.31

.09

.15

.17

5

.14

.24

.10

.46

.34

.42

-. 12

-.11

-.23

Scales

r
- 25 Table 13
Issue II:

Correlation between SAS Scores and Favorableness
Scales for Three Value-orientations and
Three Knowledge Incre•nts.

N

L

Increments
1

2

R

Incr8118nte

Increments

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

Scales
1

-.06 -.01

.02

.40

.,36

.40

-.JO -.33 -.JO

2

-.02

-.01

.02

.40

.36

.42

-.23 -.28

3

.01

.OB

.05

-.37

4

.04 -.02 -. 1.3

5

-.06

-.02

-.02

-.25

-.36 -.42

.35

.32

.37

-.47 -.41

-.44

.28

•.31

.34

.36

.42

.47

-. 15 -.37 -.29

There is little change in the correlations between knowledge
increments, and what changes there are reveal no consistent pattern.
These results indicate that the knowledge manipulation had little effeot
on the relationship between liberal-conservative values and e:zpressed
attitudes.
SAS scores were also correlated with eventual outcome ratings.
These correlations are presented for both issues in Table 14.
For N messages there was no relation between predicted outcome
and liberal-conservative values.

On issue I, there was a slight

....

~~.~------~------------------------------------------------------
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relationship between liberalism and prediction of victory for the liberal
forces with L •ssages, and a movement in this direction with suoceaain
incre•nts for R messages.
Table 14
Issues I and II :

Correlations between SAS Scores and Eventual
Outcome Ratings for Three Value-orientations
and Three Knowledge Increments.

Issue I

Issue II

Increments

Incre•nts

1

2

3

Total

1

2

3

Total

N

.06

.15

.09

.10

-.05

.04

.02

L

.22

.22

.28

.24

-.06

-.05

-.03

.oo
-.05

R

.07

-.02

-.10

-.02

.01

.10

.22

.11

On issue II, L •Hages produced no relationship, while R messages

produced a alight relationship between predicted victory for the liberal
forces and ooruservatism after the third increm8D.t.
Combined Scores.

As indicated above, correlational rellUlt•

suggested combining results of four scales for further anal.yBia.

Thu,

a combined score for each subject for each of the three observations
was computed according to the formulaz

I

C• (scale 1 • scale 2) ':11

(scale 3 + scale 4) + 20.
Since on both issues scales 1 and 2 referred to unfavorableneas

toward the power structure, while scales 3 and

4

referred to

'
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unfavorableness toward the anti-establishment forces, the C score represented favorableness toward the anti-establishment forces (revolutionaries
or protestora).

The possible range of C scores waa from 8 to 32.

The

mean b scores for the nine treatment combinations for issues I and II
respectively are presented in Tables 15 and 16.

Sunaaries of the

analysis of variance are given in Tables 17 and 18.
Tabie 15
Issue I: Mean Combined Scores for Three Value-orientatiou
and Three Knowledge Increments

Increments
1

2

3

Total

N

18.JB

19.24

17.53

18.38

Value-

L

21.41

21.23

20.76

21.13

orientation

R

19.62

22.531

20.14

20.11

Total

19.80

21.00

19.48

20.09

Table 16
Iasue II:

Mean Combined Scores for Three Value-orientations
and Three Knowledge Increments.

Increments
1

2

3

Total

N

22.02

22.47

21.23

21.91

Value-

L

24.16

24.92

24.18

24.42

orientation

R

18. 11

19.29

16.67

18.02

Total

21.43

22.2.3

20.69

21.45

- 28 Table 17
Issue I:

Summary

Source

of Analysis of Variance for Combined Scores.

df

Value~orientation

(V)

Error (b)

SS

MS

2

1796.85

898.42

356

20611.56

57.90

F

15.52ff

Increments (I)

2

469.37

234.66

26.19** .

VII

4

246.75

61.69

6.89**

712

6379.47

8.96

Error {W)

ffp

<

.01

Table 18
Issue II:
Source

of Analysis of Variance for Combined Scores.

9;!

Value-orientation (V)
Error (B)

SUJ'llnary

SS

MS

F

2

5649.96

2824.98

356

25858.43

72.64

38.89**

Increments (L)

2

382.89

191 .44

23.78**

V XI

4

102. 11

25.53

3.17*

712

5732.33

8.05

Error (W)

Hp<. .01

*P

<.05

For both issues the eftect of value-orientation was significant at
the .01 level, F (2, 356) • 15.52 for issue I, and F (2, 356) • 38.89
for issue II.

The results of Duncan lllllltiple-range comparisons for

value-orientations are given in Tables 19 and 20.

The conputational.

L._ _ _ _ _ ____.

- 29 procedure for dealing with unequal N's was adapted from Krumer (1956).
Table 19
Issue Is

Duncan Multiple-Range Comparisons for value-orientations.
N

Means

N

18.383

R

20.766

R

18.JBJ

20.766

21. 133

2.J83***

2.75<>***

0.367

Shortest significant ranges (p ~-05)1
***P

Note:

L

R2 • 1.283 (1.112), R3 • 1.170.

<.001

Shortest significant ranges in parentheses refer to conparisons
involving unequal N's, i.e., those involving neutral (N} messages.

'I
1

Table 20

Issue II:

Duncan Multiple-Range Comparisona for Value-orientations.
R

Means
R

18.022

N

21.905

L

18.022

21.905
J.88)***

6.396***
2.513***

Shortest significant ranges (p -(.05):
ff-tip

On

24.418

R • (1.245), R • 1.512.

2

3

.001

issue I, combined scores (favorableness to the revolutionaries)

on both R and L messages were significantly higher (p
messages but did not differ from each other.

<.001) than N

On issue II, combined

scores (favorableness to protesters) for the R value-orientation were

L~-------~~~----------------------~-----------------

- 30 significantly lower (p ( • 001 ) than N and L, while I message scores

were significantly lower than L (p

<.001 ) •

For both issues, the main effect for knowledge increnents was
also significant, F

(2, 712) • 26.19, p

F (2, 712) • 23. 78, p

<.. .01

<

.01 for issue II.

for issue I, and

Duncan llllltiple-range

comparisons for increments are presented in Tables 21 and 22
Table 21

Issue I:

Duncan Multiple-Range Comparisons for Inowle<i;g• Inoremnts
Inc~nta

Means

Third

19.477

First

19.803

Third

First

Second

19.477

19.803

21.001

0.326

1.524***
1.198***

Shortest significant ranges (p

***P

I._ .05):

<.001

R • 0.437, R • O.hl>O.
3
2

Table 22

I'

Issue II: Duncan Multiple-Range Comparisons for Knowledge Increments.
Incrall8nts

Means

Third

20.692

First

21.428

Third

First

Second

20.692

21.h26

22.226

0.5'6**

1.534***
0.798***

Shortest significant ranges (p

**P

<

.01

<.05):

R • 0.4144, R3 • 0.4362.
2

.***P

<.001

r~,-----------------------,
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On issue I, the coabined scores for

the first and third increaants

did not differ significantly, however, both were· significant1y (p ( .001)
lower than scores for the second incre•nt.
for

t~

On issue II, cOJ1bined scores

second increment were again significantly greater than !or either

of the two (p

<.001 ) •

Scores for the first increment were significantly

(p ( • 01 ) greater than thoee for the third.
The interaction (value-orientation by" knowledge increments) was
significant !or both issues, F ( 4, 712) • 6. 89, p ( • 01 for issue I,

and F (4; 712) • 3.17, p

·<. .05 !or issue

II.

Figures 1 and 2 present

plots of these interactions for issues I and II respectively.

11

'·,1

I·~

- 32 Figure I

Issue Ii

Mean Combined Scores Plotted Against Increments for

Each of Three Value-orientations
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Figure 2
Issue II:

Mean Combined Scores Plotted against Increments
for Each of Three Value-orientations.
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- 34 The patterns revealed in Figures 1 and 2 are similar in that

the

interaction is mainly the result of differences for the R value-orientation.
On both

.

issues the •an combined scores !or the second knowledge iDcreMnt

for the R orientation were considerably higher than score• for e1ther
of the other two increments.

This was less than for the other

orientations.
Percentage Gain Scores.

Since the polarisation hypothesis did

not predict polarization in only one direction, combined scores would
'

.

likely mask such effects.

Defining polarisation as unidirectional

novemant awq from the neutral point, it was necessar,y to devise a
score which would reflect both positi..,.. and negative polarisation.

The

positive direction was defined as the direction in which the subject's
attitude (•asured b;y combined scores) deviated from the neutral on the
first observation (second or third in the case in which there wu no
earlier deviation).

The acore assigned for this movement waa the

percentage of possible move•nt (gain) in the positive direction.
If the gain was negative, the percentage vu also negative.

Thu.a,

two percentage gain scores were conputed for each subject !r<>11 hi•
three combined scores according to the following formulae
limit of combined so ores • 8; 1

• upper llm1t • 32;
2
to the three successive observations):
First

%gain

(Lt • lover

o, , o2 ,

~ refer

scorer

denominator •
1IUJll8rator

(A)
(B)
or
1
0
11
1
2 01

whichever sma.ller

•

o,

- 02

if denollinator is type A

•

02

- o,

if denominator is type B

'

- 35 Second·~

gain score:

denOJll:inator • L1 - o2

if first denominator is t'1>• A

• J.2 - 02

if first denominator is type B

nlllllerator

-

o3

if first denominator is type A

• 03 -

~

if first denominator ia type B

•

o2

For purposes of analy'ais, the .360 1ubjeota were divided int.o

high, medilllll,

am

low categories on the basis o! their S.AS scorn.

The

possible range of SAi scores (with a constant of 100 added) is from
28 to 172, the higher scores being indicative of liberalisa.
range in this study was from
categories were used:
high.

64 -

64

to 171 vith a mdian of 113.

The actual
The following

108, low; 108 - 119, llidium; and 119 - 171,

Subjects who scored 108 and 119 were randomly assigned to categories

to equalise the number of subjects in each category.
Tables 23 and 24 give the maan percentage gain scores for

value-implicit (N) messages and value-uplicit (L and R) messages
for two knowledge incremnts for issues I and II respectively.

The results

of the 3 x 2 x 2 repeated measures analysis of variance a.re presented
in Tables

25

and 26.

'

- .36 Table 23
Issue Ii

Mean Percentage Gain Scores for Two Value-orientations
11.

and
SAS

Hi

Incre•nts

Valueimplicit

Valueexplicit

Total

1

-.133

-.209

-.171

2

-017

.149

.o83

Total

-.058

-.030

-.ow.i

(58)

(62)

1

-~150

-.040

-.095

2

.058

-.118

-.030

Total

-.046

-.079

-.063

(N)

(60)

(60)

,

-.074

-.205

-.139

2

.069

.021

.048

Total

-.002

-.089

-.046

(N)

(62)

(58)

-.035

-.066

(N)

Med

Lo

Total

Two Knowledge Incre•nts.

(120)

(120)

(120)

-.050

:!1

11

- 37 Table 24
Issue II:

Mean Percentage Gain Scores for Two Value-orientations

and Tvo Knowledge Incre•nta.

SAS

Hi

Med

Lo

Total

l

Valueimplicit

Valueaplicit

Total

-.227

.16o

-.033'

2

-.287

.. 090

-.049

Total

-.257

.125

-.041

(N)

(62)

(58)

1

-.044

-.223

-.134

2

-.362

.200

-.081

Total

-.203

-.012

-.081

(N)

(59)

(61)

1

-.111

-.008

-.060

2

-.005

-.128

-.066

Total

-.0.58

-.o68

-.0.53

(N)

(59)

(61)

-.173

-.Ol6

Increments

,

(120)

{120)

{120)

-.064

11

I

~

!

'
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Table 25
Issue Ii

SUDIDaI'Y of 3 x 2 x 2 .Anal.y81s

~f

Var:l.a.nce for

Percentage Gain Scores.
Source
SAS (S}

~

SS

2

Value-orientation (V)

sxv
Error (B)

MS

l

0.050

0.025

1

1

0.163

o. 163

1

2

0.390

0.195

1

248.367

0.702

354

Increments (I)

1

s.186

5.186

7.11ff

S XI

2

V XI

1

1.140
0.001

o.510
0.001

1
1

SI VI I

2

1.986

0.993

1.,36

2s1.916

0.729

Error (W)

354

Hp< .01
Table 26

Issue II:

Sunnu.ry

of 3 :x 2 x 2 Analysis of Variance for

Percentage Gain Scores
Source

d.f

SAS (S)

2

Value-orientation (V)

s xv

2

Error (B)

354

SS
0.265

MS

F

o. 132

1

6.316

6.316

7-33**

4.614

2.307

2.68

305.307

0.862

Increments (I)

1

0.004

0.004

1

S XI

2

0.431

0.216

1

VXI

1

1.295

1.295

1.25

36A.1~
.o

3.867
1.040

3.72*

SXVII
Error (W)
*P (

.05

Hp

2
354
.01

....

{'!,." .,,

....

,I.

t. . . •

- 3, ..

'\

,I

'

On iane I, the e.tteot ot.·Jmowledge ilaoremat.• ~:•1Pu1oaat t .
(1, 354) • 7.11, p ( .01 refiecting the d.if'tel"UC• betnea ti. Mgatfn

percentage gain (M • -.135) on the first score, ua4 the positiYe peroeatap
gain (M • .034) on the seco• score.
I was

None ot the other e.ttects tor ian.e

si~icant.

On

issue II, the ettect

of value-orientation was

s1Wt1.oant

(1, J.fll)

l

• 1.33, p ( .01, reflecting the difference bcttnen the negative peroentap
gain with val\le-i.Dlplioit •saages and the positive percentage gaiD with
value-ilplicit messages.

The triple inten.otion (S x V x I) wu alao

significant, F (2, 354) • ~.72, p ( .05.,;'A--J>iot'of this interac~on'is
.

given in

FiguN

I

3.

.......

~·'

Figure 3 .__ ~

l••ue II: Hean Percentage Gain4kaoreePlotted againat
.for Three Level of

8.lS~apd

Iao~nts

Two Value-orieat.atioQS, .
'

'

.4

.-,

',

• .3

~.

, r,

.. ,"

I

~·

.2

r

.1

,• ME
',•

••

0

-.1

-.2
"~- HI

-.3

"'-... MI

... 4
2

l

Increments

Note: H • high; M • •dium; L • low on SAS.
E • value-implicit

I • value-implicit;

'

'"i ~ ,,,

•,

'

'

- 40 One of the J10at striking features o! the interaction is the great
increase~

from negative to positive percentage gain, for mdiwa SAS

scores receiving balue-e:x;plicit coJllllllli.cations.

Thia contrasts with the

corresponding decrease with value-1.Jlplicit .119saages.
Analysis with three levels of value-orientation (H, L, R) was
also carried out !or percentage gain scores in order to detect an:r new
effects resulting from the two versions of the value-e:xplicit messages.

Mean percentage gain scores are given in Tables 27 and 28, and the results
of the analysis of variance are presented in Tables 29 and JO.

I_,_,________________________
L

__, .\

r

.
- 41. Table 27
Mean Percentage Gain Scores for Three Value-orientations

Issue Ii

and Tvo Knowledge Incremnta.
SAS

Hi

Med

Lo

Total
J

I
I

Incre•nts

N

L

R

Total

l

-.133

-.198

-.222

-. 171

2

0.17

-.066

.379

.08.3

Total

-.058

-.132

.078

-.044

(N)

(58)

(32)

(30)

(120)

1

-. 150

-.055

-.028

2

.056

-.101

-.133

-.030

Total

-.046

-.078

-.081

-.063

(N)

(60)

(28)

(32)

1

-.074

-.0)6

-.JB5

-.139

2

.069

.053

.ooo

.048

Total

-.002

.008

-.192

-.046

(N)

(62)

(30)

(28)

(120)

-.035

-.067

-.065

-.050

(120)

r

'

I

- 42 Table 28
Issue II:

Mean Percentage Gain Scores for Three Value-orientations
and 'Two Knowledge Increments.

SAS

Hi

Med

R

Total

.337

-.043

-.033

-.287

-.024

.221

-.049

Total

-.257

.156

.089

-.041

(N)

(62)

(31)

(27)

(120)

1

-.ow~

-.077

-.364

-.134

2

-.362

.543

-. 132

-.081

Total

-.203

.233

-.243

-.1o8

(31)

(120)

Increments

N

1

-.227

2

L

(N)

(59)

1

-.111

•112

-.117

-.060

2

-.005

-.009

-.236

-.066

Total

-.058

.052

-.176

-.053

(32)

(120)

-.110

-.080

{30)

I

'

Lo

I

I
l

(N)

Total

(59)
-.173

(29)
.147

r

'

- 43 Table 29
Issue I:

Summary of 3 x 3 x 2 .Analysis of Variance for
Percentage Gain Scores.

Source

df

. ( 1

2

0.167

o.084

(1

4

2.924

0.731

1.05

351

,

244.452

o.696

5.188

5.188

S x I

2

1.211

o.605

<1

V x I

2

1.099

0.549

<1

S x V x I

4

3.189

0.797

1

256.919

0.732

Error

(V)

'
I
I

(B)

Increments

Error

I

F

0.026

s xv

I

MS

0.051

(S)

Value-orientation

I

SS

2

SAS

I

-

(I)

351

(W)
... p

<.01

r
- 44 Table 30

Issue II:

Swmna.ry of J x 3 x 2 .Analysis of Variance for

Percentage Gain Scores.

-df

Source

MS

§§.

2

0.259

0.130

<1

2

12.862

6.431

7.$6ff

4

6.841

1. 710

351

298 • .581

o.a51

1

0.004

0.004

Sx I

2

0.431

0.211

<1
<,

VxI

2

1.416

0.709

<. 1

S x V x I

4

11.589

2.897

)62.036

1.031

SAS

(S)

Value-orientation

(V)

SxV

Error

(R)

Increments

Error

(I)

(W)

351

I

** p

\I

\I

( .01

*p

<.05

- 45 On issue I, again oncy the effect for incre•nts was significant,
F (1, J51)

m

7.09 1

p

<.01.

On issue II, the effect of value-orientation vaa significant,
F (~, 3.51) •

7.56, p <_ .01.

The results ot Duncan multiple-range

COlliParisons tor the three value-orientationa are given in Table 31.
Table 31
Issue II:

Duncan Mu1 tiple-Range Comparisons tor Value-orientations.
Value-orientations
R

N

Means

N

-.173

R

-. , 10

-.173

L

-. , 10

.147

.063

.J20H*

.257*

Shortest significant ranges (p

*** p

<.0.5):

<.001

R • • 1904 (. 1649) R • • 1 736.
2
3

*p

(

.05

Percentage gain with L messages was positive and significantly
different troa negative gain with N ••sagea (p
(p ( .05) which did not differ froa each other.

<.001)

and R M&aagea

No new e!f'ecta e•rged

with this ana}J"sis, but the S x V interaction approached significance
(p

<.1O).

Figure 4 is a plot of this interaction.

a si.Jlilar plot for issue I for coDpariaon purposes.

Figure 5 presents

r

- 46 Figure

Issue II:

4

Mean Percentage Gain Scores Plotted Against SAS
Categories for Each of Three Value-orientations •

•2
C>

'lo

Gain

1

.0

-.1

~:; L__~
_________:-~---------------···
Lo

M

N

Hi

SAS

Figure

Issue I:

I

5

Mean Percentage Gain Scores Plotted Against SAS
Categories for Each of Three Value-orientations •

•2
.1

%Gain
....Lo

M
SAS

Hi

r

'

Figure.4 •hairs the -.rlcedly different pattern vi.th L

•••AP•1

and the poBitive gain scores with R •ssagea for high SAS 11eoru are

responsible tor tlw interaction approaching aignificuce.

The noa-

signiticant plot for issue I shows little ai.Jlilarit7 to iasue II.
Discuaaioa
The •jor prediction of this stud;y, t.hat 1.ncreaaing knowledge about

an is.ue would lead to polarization ot attitudes was not cOlltirmed.
direct teat of the

polari~ation

'!'be

h1J>othuia with percentage gain,acoree

not on:cy- tailed to sholr aigniticant polarisation, but, in fact, shond
a depolarisation effect aa aeen in the negative percentage gain mans tor
both issues.

(-5.7% tor issue I

and

-6.4%

tor issue II).

Further, on

the basis of the ilrpresaion formation atud;r 111' Manis, Gleason, and
Dmrea (1966) 1 greater polarisation should be expected for the Mooad
percentage gain score.
On

I
I
I
l

!

The results alao tailed to oontira thia p.Ndictioa.

issue II, there was no difference for the two scores, while on;

issue I the results were quite ambiguoua (1.3% depolarisation for tlMt
first score versus

3% polarization

for the aeoond score).

Thia is not to sq, however, that there wu no attitude cbaap
with increand knowledge.

Although the ••sages •11>1079d in this uperimat

were not persuuiTe, and presumably the changes observed were aot due
to yielding due to their-eontent, the reaul. ta for combined scores abowed
highly aignifioant effect• for knowledge iacnunents.

On both iaauea

the highest •an combined scores (slightly favorable to the anti-eatabl.i8h-

mnt forces) were observed for the seecmd knowledge increment 1 and the

r

- 48 lowest (about neutral) were observed on the third increment (although
the difference between first and third for issu& I was non-significant).
If the effects of the addition of knowledge were constant, such a pattern
(a shift P8J from the neutral point with the second increment and back
again with the third) would not have occurred.

I
'
'

Al though this effect

might be interpreted as polarization followed by depolarization, too fn
knowledge increments were included in this study to warrant such an
assumption.

In addition, since polarization was predicted to be controlled

by individual values, the effect for the entire sa.nple is actua11y

disconfirming of the polarization hypothesis.
Any interpretation based on the asSUllption that reversal

toward the

neutral point was the result of subjects becoming more unsure of

t~eir

position is called into question by the result that the intercorrelations
of the four favorableness scales increased with successive knowledge
increments.

I

Neither is it likely that the observed change is due

simply to the characteristics of the messages since it was not issuesp~cific.

In any case, these resuJ.ts

~

be added to the list of axaDples

cited above of attitude change resuJ.ting from the addition of
information without overt persuasion.
It was also hypothesized that polarization wouJ.d occur in the
direction specified by an individual's values and that greater polarization
would occur with stronger values.

l

j

Correlations between SAS scores

and expressed attitudes for the L and R :messages on both issues were in
the expected direction, such that more liberal values were associated

L~------·---------------.;..._____.

.
- ll9 with

ta~orableness

toward the liberal aide

o~

the coatrcmtn7•

Alao as expected, ti.re was Tirtually no correlation lMttveen SJ.S aoores
and attitude for Talue-inplicit maaagea on iH'IJe II.

With iaeue I,

bow9Ter, the correlations !or valu-iJl>licit •aaapa nre in the • direction aa those for L •eaagea, indicatillg tbai# eubjecta int.rpreted t
ambiguous events u a revolution or the lett.

Perbapa it ia the reeult

of the predoxl unce of revolutions ot t.U lett in Central .Amrica.
a:q cue, it makes interpretation of the reaulta
The

In

ot iane I dif'ticult.

abOYe ti ndiaga indicate tbat to an enent, aub19cte resp.Ud to

the attitude acal.ea in accordance with their vtD.uea.

HonTer, thll tact

I

I

I

that the lcnovledge manipulatitm bad no e.ff eot on the relatiomhip between
values and expressed attitudes ie contr&r.1' to the polar1sat1cm-value
h;ypothuia.

Tba direct test ot this hJpothuia with percentage gain aoorea alao
tail9d.

The main effect !or trichotollised SAS scores yieldld F-ratioa of

leas than one in all ana.17s•s of variaJlce.
It was alao predicted that polar.1aaticm would be greater 111*1 Yaluu

were made 92Plic1t.

In coaparing the cbaraeteriatica of value-illplioit

massages with value-explicit •saages, it call be argued that the tormr

\
I

\

were more Ulbigu.oua, u intended, since the favorableness acale
in"tercorrelationa were generally lower than they' were tor value-e2Plicit

messagea.

Further, given a auple with a •dian SAS score

or

113

(slightly liberal) it conld be expeo"ted that •an ooabined sooru tor
N messages would !all between those for L and R mesaages.
for issue II.

Trii• wu tro.e

On issue I, however, man combined scores tor I meas

I
I
\

...

- 50 were signiticu.tl)" lower than the mans tor L and R •aaap1 which did
not dit!•r signi.f'icant17.

This reflects the taet that the nrvolutiouri•

nre giTen more fa.Torabl.e ratings when tne,- were 1d.entili9d with a

specific cause (regardless of whether it were liberal or reactim1a17)
than when they nre not identified with a cauae at all.

The situation

described for issue II, on the other hand, mentioned the specific iane

of school boundary redistricting.

Since this iasue hu beco• ve17

olo1e17 identified vith the iasu• of deaegrqation (or aeg.regaUoa)

which can be presU!Md to be ve17 iavolTi.Jlg for the subjects, a tbeo17
stressing i.nvolvemnt u a §.!!!! qua m!l tor polarisation (Moaco'rl.ci

and Zavallom, 1969) would predict Nnlt• mre consistent rlth
polarization tor issue II.
The signil'icant interaction for combined scores between valueorientation and lawwledge increments ia the result of a pattern
(most noticeable on iasu I) in which the rise in scores on the second
increment is sharpest for R 11&aaagea and. bare17 visible for L
vi th N ••sages f al 11 ng in between.

-••ages,

Again the &aB'tDl)tion of the pre-

dominance of revolutions of the le1't 'M7 explain this finding ot

greater fluctuation when the ·issue conceru a revol tuion of the right.
The direct test of the e:xplieit value

•

'

~othesis

with peroeatap

gain scores i• in the prediction of a Min effect for value-orientation•
This was not found for iaaue I.

On issue II the negative polarization

{ -1 7. 3%) with val ue-illlplicit messages differed significantl.7 .froa tlw

slight polarization (4.5%) with value-explicit •saages providing

10•

..
- 51 alight support tor th8 l'qpotbeaia.

Eve thia 8llpport i• eomwhat

diluted b,r.the further finding that tbie ettect'ia due to pola.risatioa
occurring with L .asages (14.7%) as opposed to the rwgative polarisation
for R .( -11 %) and N ( -1 7• .3%) messages which did not differ t'roa each

other.
of the

Hence, the h1J>otheais was supported only tor the L veraioa

value-explicit •seages and onl.7 with a •ager polarisation e.ttect.

The interaction between three level• of SAS scores and three value-

orientations tor issue II which approached significance (Table 4) again

.

points up the gross di.f'ference between L and R ••sages, in tbia imstance

I

as a function of values.

Data .f'roa the present atudl' also bear on the question of whether
individual• will invent belie.f's conaiatent with established a.f'fectin
responses (Rosenberg, 19.56).

The negative polarisation (-17.3%) tor

value-i.Jlplicit messages on issue II suggests that they do not.
attitudes depolarize with lack of support..

I

Rather

Perhaps :many ot the subject.a

in this aperiment did polarize, but the high variance may well haTe

masked these effects which were not detected bT arq of the experiMnt.al.
variables.

The

correlations between attitudes and expected outcOllll

showed that subjects tend to predict outcome consistent w1 th their
attitudes.
I

I
l

One

This provides aome support for a oomistenc;y interpretation.

of the problems in assessing the validit;y ot the polarisation

hypothesis was the large number of subjects whose eJCpreesed attitudes
crossed over the neutral point on succes•ive •asuremeuts.

Since

polarisation as it had been theoreticall.7 apelled out, required an
operational definition specifying unidirectional Jll)Vement in the

- S2 original direction, such croaa-OTers
negati-ve percentage scores.

renl~

in aomti.Ma large

This difficult7 ia bound up with the mre

general problea of how neutral attitudes are to be considered.

Scott

( 1968) propoeed that perhaps favorablen.eae and unf'avorableness are

separate conti.Dua in which case neutral attitudes would neYer be made
between indifferent and ambivalent attitudea.

Weise {1968) ll&de a aillilar

distinction between "no opinion" and •can't decide" respouea.

Such a

consideration in the present atudjy mq have been help!ul.
The failure to confirm the polarisation propositions m;r be due to
the failure of the stiE.lus uteri&l.• to engage values {Saith, 1'1..7)

or to involve the subjects (Hoscovici ud Zaalloni, 1969).
that the

1*)St

The

tact

involving and value engaging •saages (L •saagu on

issue II) nre the only ones to lend 8.lJ1' support at all to the
propositions supports this interpretation.
Despite the results of Bateson {1966) and Flanders and
Tbiatletlnrait• (1967) who found the r:leq-.hitt without group interactioa
Moscovici and Zavalloni {1969) propose t.o conceptualize "the croup u
pQJ.arizer and tlw individual aa averager." The results ot this atv.c\r
cannot be interpreted as opposed to thia view.

\

l
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THE SOCIAL A'.M'ITUDES SCALI
Given belOll are state•nts on various eoci&l. probl- about which we
all have belie.f's, opinions, and attitudes. We think differently about
such •ttere, and this scale is an atte11pt to let 7ou exprua your
beliefs and opinions. There are no right or wrong amvere. Pl.eaae
respond to each of the iteu as follows&
Agree very strongly
Agree strongly

+2

Disagree very strongl..7
Disagree strongly

.Agree

+1

-2

Disagree

-1

+.3

-3

For exa:qlle, i f ;rou agree very strongi,- with a etatemnt, 7ou would
write +3 in the apace to the left besida tbat statement, but it ;you
should happen to disagree vi th it you would put -1 in front of 'it.
Respond to each state•nt as beet 7011 cu. Go rapidJ.7 but carefully.
Do not spend too mch tiae on ~ one atate•ntJ tl'T to respond and
then go on. Don't go back once you have marked a state119nt.
1•

Individuals who are against clmrohes and religions should DDt
be al.loved to teach in colleges.

2.

Large fortUDes should be taxed fairly hearlly over and above
inco• taxes.

).

Both public and private universities and colleges sholll.d pt
generoua aid from both state and federal goYernments.

4.

Science and.society would both be better off i ! scientists
took no part in politics.

5.

Society should be quicker to thrav out old ideu and traditiom
and to adopt nev thinking and custo•.

6.

To ensure adequate care of the sick, we need to change radical.17
the present system of privately controlled •di.cal care.

1.

If civilisation ia to survive, there Jiil.St be a turning back to
religion.

8.

A firat consideration in 8:tfT aociet7 is the protection ot
propert7 rights.

9.

Govenment ownership and managemnt of utilities leads to
bureaucracy and inefficiency.

1o.

If the United States takes part in &Dl' sort of world orguizatioa,,
we should be sure that we lose none ot our power and influence.

Appendix I (continued)
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Social attitudea scale, Page 2

Funds tor school construction should coma troa state aacl

11.

teaer&l government loans at no interest or

V8l"7

low intere8te

12.

Inherited racial characteristics plq more of a part 1a -U.
achievemut of individuals than is generally known.

13.

Federal govermmmt aid for the construction or school• ie
long overdue, and should be i.n8ti tuted u a permanent policy.

14.

Our present economic system. should be reformd eo that profits
are replaced by reimbursemnts for useful work.

15.

Public enterprises like railroads should not make protits J
the)" are entitled to tar.s sufficient to enable them to pay only a
.fair interest on the actual cash capital they have invested.

16.

Govenment l•s and regulationa ahould be such aa first to
ensure the prosperity of business since the prosperity of all depends
on tba prosperity of business.

17.

All individuals who a.re intellectually capable of benefiting
froa it should get college education at public expe:nae i.f' nec•••&r7•

18.
19.
20.
21.

The well-being of a nation depends mainly on its business

8iiiI indUBtry.

True d.emcraey is limited in the United States becaue of
the special privileges enjoyed by baainess and industry.
The gradual social ownership of industry needs to be encouragecl

ii' we are ever to cure so• of the ills or our society.

There are too MJV' professors in our colleges and universitiea
who are radical in their political and aocial beliefs.

22.

There should be no government interference with 00.iness and
trade.

23.

Some sort of religious education should be given in public
schools.

24. _ _ _

Unuployment insurance is an inalienable right of the working

man.

25.

Individuals with the ability" and foresight to earn and
accumulate weal th ahould have the right to enjoy that weal th without
government interference and regulations.
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I

26.

Social attitudes

•cal•,

· The United Nations should be whole-heartedly avpportM

all of u.a.

Please' make sure ;rou have •rked every statement.

I

Page 3

Thank 7ou.

1v'

f

l
I
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·--f-ightin; -~ruptcd again

tu-,

day in the streets surrounding 1
the capitol in the city ofll ·
Bazaine, as revolutionaries.
led by Juan Ra~ada, renewed 1
attempts to force: surrender of
the ruling government of
Bazania.
Governm;;nt forces moved/
quickly to quell the violcncci
which began about 4 a.m.
when a fire bomb was hurled
1
at a guardhouse outside the:
presidential palace. Within an
hour, at least eight other fires\
were reported within a mile of.
the scene. Attempts to extin- ·:
guish the blazes were hamper: I\
ed by exchanges of gunfire
between revolutionaries and 1
goy~rnment troops.
By sunrise, a full-scale battle had broken out, with bands
of revolu~ionaries seizing
residential
buildings
from
which - to fire at troops at-1
tempting to clear the area.
Neither siJc could g.:iin the
upper hand a' fighting continued throughout the day.
At noon, . the government
radio station broadcast an ap- 1
peal for calm by President :
Jose Ponzio, who has been in
power only three months. Acco rd in g to the message,
government troops were in
control of the capital area and
the government had no intention of surrendering.
Observers disputed both these
claims, noting that this latest
series of incidents put . the
government in its most unfavorable position since the
crisis of three weeks ago.
Meanwhile, ievolutionary I
radio broadcasts oredicted the
eminent foll of the government and once more called on :
the president to accept the!
revolutionaries' program immcdi?tdy er face tot.>.!
war. .
---·-··. - -- --- . -- -· .. -1

I
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of theruling'
Bazanian government ap- \
\ pcared unchanged today in !1
' wake of continued fighting in
I the capitol city of Bazaine. 1'
Government forces secured
the area around the capitol as'
t the cabinet met in emergency 11
.
b ut revo I ut1onanes
.
.
! session,
h~d ~eized. several parts of the:
city in their strongest show of·
force to date.
\
The city's business and in-,
dustry remained at a virtual i
1
standstill and a curfew once
more was imposed. Despite·
this, most of the heavy!
fighting began after dark, ac-,
1
companied by a rash of fires
. and apparent sabatage. Prcsi-'
dent Jose Ponzio proclaimed'.
the continued revolutionary )
·activity "outrageous and,
unlawfur· and rejected sug-:
.l I
gestion' th~:t he meet wit 1
rcpresent:iti\'cs of the move- I1
ment in an attempt to bring
1
~lice to this torn country.
/
Revolutionary radio continued to broadcast, dc·sritc'.
government harassment, and
promised total victory "within'
days" unless the government i
submitted to its demands,
which would, in effect, turn
over the reins of power to the
movement. It also was
reported by re volu ti ona ry
leader Juan Rasada that the'
revolutionaries had obtained a:
fresh supply of arms.
A source within the govern- .
ment said that most ca bi net I
members favor an all-out I
assault against revoluti.onarv I
strongholds, coupled with i
mass arrests of sympathizas :
as a move to put down the :

I
1
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I
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n 0
economic minister Ricardo
i Zelarnas of Bazania today./
:moved this tiny country'/
I t o w a r d a s t a t e o f u npreceden ted crisis.
It was Zelarnas, closest advisor io President Jose Panzio, 1
against whom most of the:
/revolutionary charges had/
been directed.
i
Street fighting continued at~
about the same level, but a.
few observers doubted that, in'
! light of the assasination, the.1
government policy of massive
retaliation and mass arrests
would be sufficient to hold
/ together the shaken govern-'
'ment. On the other hand,
there were widespread reports
that the revolution was suf- ·
fering from a severe shortage·
of food and amunition.
·
1
Zelarna~ was killed in( stantly by gunfire which open-·
ed up on him as he crossed
the grounds of the capitol. No:
J arrests were reported, though
the army immediately sealed
off the area from which th.:
shots were fired. Zelarnas had
come to power with President,
Ponzio and had assumed com- '
plete control of the govern- '
ment economic policies.
i
In announcing the assasina- ·
tion, on revolutionary radio, '
Juan Rasada claimed achieve- :
ment of one of the major ;
goals of the movement. Still, ;
he pressed for surrender of /
government forces.
·
President Ponzio, on the I
other hand, praised his close I
friend in an emotional an- I
nouncement of the assasina- I
tion and proclaimed once
more that there would be no :1
surrender.
J
--·------ - --------0
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Fighting erupted again to-:
ay in the strceb surrounuing,
the capitol in the city of,
Bazaine, as revolutionaries,!
led by Juan Ra~;1da, renewed 1
tlempts to force surrender (
of the conservative govern-I
ment of Baza11ia.
Government forces moved
quickly to qudl the violence,
which began about 4 a.m. /
when a firebomb was hurled
at a guardhouse outside the/
presidential palace. Within an/·
hour, at least eight other fires ,
were reported within a mile of j
the incident. Attempts to extinguish the blazes were I1
hampered by exchanges of I
gunfire between revolu- /
tionaries. and government
troops.
By sunrise, a full-scale battle had broken out with bands
of revolutionaries seizing
residential buildings from
which to fire at troops attempting to clear the area.
Neither side could gain the
upper hand as fighting con- 1
tinued throughout the day.
/
At noon, government radio/
broadcast an appeal for calm
by President Jose Povizio, /
who was brought to power by
the industrial interests only/
three months ago. According
to the message, government I
troops were in control of the I
capitol area and the government had no intention of surrendering. Observers disputed
both these claims, noting that
this latest series of incidents I
put the government in its most
unfavorable position since the !
crisis of three weeks ago. At
that time the country's poor
people pressed a series of I1
strong demands on the new .
government.
·

i

1

First L Message

Messages for Issue I
-·Meanwhiic;-r-evo1Ut1onary !
radio broadcasts predicted the I
eminent fall of the govcrnnient /
and once more called on the
president to accept the rcvo- 1
lutionaries program or face 1
total war. The program calls I
for redistribution of land, a/
tax system less favorable· rol
foreign industry and increased I
fc~krJI control in all areas.

_j
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Th~- positlonoitt1ccon-,,...
iscrvative Bazanian govern-;
.ment appeared unchanged to'day jn wake of continued
fighti!lg in the capitol city or'
iBazaine. Government forces'.
1 scc~red the area ~round t~e,
·cap1tol as the cabrnet met m
le m e r g e n c y s e s s 1. o n , b u t I,
revolutionaries had seized'.
1
;their strongest show of force'
'to date.
The city's business and inidustry remained at a virtual'1
:standstill and a curfew once
1·more was imposed. Despite:
1this, most of the heavy
1
fighting began after dark, ac- !
companied by a rash of fires.
and incidents of apparent
sabotage. President Jose
Ponzio proclaimed the con- 1
tinued revolutionary activity
"outrageous and unlawful",
and rejected suggestions that
he meet with representatives
of tht: liberal mon:ment in an
attempt!<.· brir1g peace to this.
torncount;y.
Revolution.uy radio continued to broadcast despite
government harassment, and
' promised total victory "within
days" unless the government
submitted to its demands.
which would, in effect, turn'
over the reins of power to the
socialist revolutionaries. It
also was reported by rcvolu-.
tionary leader Juan Rasada'
that the revolutionaries had
obtained a fresh supply of
arms.
A source within the sovern- '1
ment said that most cabinet ;
members favored an all-out
1
assault against revolutionary ·
1
strongholds, coupled with
1ass arrests of sympathizers \
as a move to put down the :
rebellion.
_I
1
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-~Th C a SS as In at IO n ofl
economic minister Ricardo.
Zel;:rn<.Js of l.lazania today~
moved this tiny country,
to w a r d a s t a t e o f u n- '.
precedented cric;is.
'/
It was Zelarnas, closest adviser to President Jose Ponzio,
against whom most revolu- j
tionary charges of "fascism" /
had been directed.
Street fighting continued at
about the same level, but a 1
few observers doubted that, in '
light pf the asscisination, the'.
government policy of massive '
retaliation and mass arrests'
would be sufficient to hold :
1
together the shaken con- 1
servative government. On the
other hand, there were 1
widespread reports that the'.
revolution was suffering from
1
a severe shortage of food and
amunition.
Zelarnas was killed in1
stantly by gunfin: which open1
ed up on hirn as he crossed
the grounds of the capitol. No'
arrests were rerorted, though·
the army immedi<!tely sealed·
off the area from which the ·
shots were fired. Zelarnas had
come to power with President :
Ponzio's military coup and:
had assumed cornpkte control;
of the government's program·
to increase aid to large land-·
owners.
J
·-·11i announc'ing fhe assas.ina-tion on rcrnlutionary radio, 1
Juan Rasada claimed achievement of one of the major
goals of the movement. Still
he pressed for surrender of
government forcc5.
President Ponzio, on the
other hand, praised his close'
friend in an emotional an- 1'
nouncement of the assasina- ,
tion and proclaimed once
more that there would be no'
surrender.
/

I

I
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\ Fighting erupted again to'day in the streets surrounding
the capitol in the city of
,Ba1.aine, as revolutionaries,
1lcd by Juan Rasada, renewed
·attempts to force surrender of
the liberal government of
Bazania.
!
Government forces moved·
quickly to quell the violence,
which began about 4 a.m.
when a firebomb was hurled
at a guardhouse outside the:
presidential palace. Within an'
hour, at least eight other fires'
were reported within a mile of
the sceneAttempts to extin- ·
guish the blazes were ham-'
pered by exchanges of gun-'
fire between revolutionaries'
and government troops.
I
-By sunrise, a full-seal~ bat:1
tie had broken out with bands
of revolutionaries seizing 1
residential buildings from
which to tire at troops at-'.
tempting to clear the area.'
Neither side could gain the
upper hand as fighting continued throughout the day.
At noon, government radio
broadcast an appeal for calm
by President Jose Ponzio who
was brought to power by the
socialists only three months'
ago. According to the'
message, government troops'
were in control of the capitol'
area and the government had
no intention of surrendering.·
1
Observers disputed both thcse
claims.• noting that this latest,
series of incidents· put the:
government in its most un- ~
favorable position since the'
crisis of three weeks ago. At:
that time industrial owners
pressed a series of strong 1
demands on the new covern-'
ment.
~
I

Ia8118 I

Meanwhile, revolutionary!
radio broadcasts predicted the/
eminent fa!J of the govcrn- 1
ment and once more caJJed on·
the president to accept the~
revolutionaries' prooram or'
f.ace total war. The e>program·'
calls for return of recently-I
,distributed land to its orioinal
I
~
1owncrs, restoration of the tax
:system favorable to foreign in;dustry and relaxation of
1
'

:!~~~:~I ~~rnt~ol_i~ ~ll_ar<'a'i.

1

1
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~--'rhe~positiun of-th.e iibc;~ll
Bazan i an government a p- I
pcared unchanged today in.
wake of continued fighting in 11
the capitol city of Bazaine.
Government forces secured:
the area around the capitol as'
the cabinet met in emergency!
session, but revolutionarics 1
had seized several parts of the'
city in their strongest show
force to date.
The city's business and industry remained at a virtual I
standstill and a curfew once 1
more was imposed. Despite'.
this, most of the hca vy'
1
fighting began after dark, ac1
companied by a rash of fires
and incidents of apparent'
sabotage. President Jose 1
Ponzio proclaimed the con-~
tinucd revolutionary . activity 1
"outrageous and unlawful"!
and rejected suggestions that
he meet with representatives:
of the comcrvative movement
1
in an atten;pt to bring peace ·
to this torn country.
Revolutionarv radio con- 1
tinued to broadcast despite
government hara~sment and'.
promised total victory "within
days" unless the government·
submitted to its demandS:
1
which would, in effect, return
power to the anti-communist:
government which fell three·
1
months ago. It also was
reported by revolutionary!
1
leader Juan Ra~ada that the
revolutionaries had obtained a\
fresh supply of arms.
A source within the government said that most cabinet,
members favored an all-out I
assault against revolutionary!
strongholds, coupled with!
mass arrests of sympathizers
as a move to put down the 1
rebellion.
- - ---- --->- - - - - - - - - ----
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. ---- -----·----The assa-,in~1tion of ccono:, ~
mic minister Ricardo Zclarnas\
I of Bazania toe.Jay moved this ·
l tiny country toward a state of'.
\unpn.:cedcntcd crisis.
j
It
was
Zcbrnes,
closest
ad-,
1
ivisor to President Jose'
·ponz10,
. against
.
whom most,j
revolutionary charges of;
"socialism" had been directed. '
Street fighting continued at.
,about the same level, but a 1
!few observers doubted that, in~
jiight of the assasination, the
igovernment policy of massive i
1
retaliation and mass arrests:
would be sufficient to hold
together the shaken liberal II
government. On the other;
hand, there were widespread·
reports that the revolution was j
suffering from a severe•
1
s~ortage of food and amuni-,
tton.
Zelarnas was killed in-.
stantly by gunfire which open- 1
ed up on him as he crossed'
the grounds of the capitol. Noj
arrests were reported,.
a Ith o ugh the army i m-'
mediately sealed off the area
from which the shots were
fired. Zelarnas had come tol
power with President Ponzil,·s '.
Social Reform Party, and had:
assumed complete control of,
the government's Jandl
redistribution policy.
J
In announcing the assasination · on revolutionary radio, I
1
Juan Rasada claimed achievemen! of one of the major 1
goals of the movement. Still,
he pressed for surrender of
government forces.
President Ponzio, on the
other hand, praised his close
friend in an emotional announcement of the assasination and proclaimed once
more that there would be no
surrender.
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Append.ix III
P i c k e t-s - r-c. p r ~~ ~-n ~ i n g ~
Parents Concerned About·
Schools surrounded the schovl ,
1administration in Elyria,,
Ohio, this morning in protc\t '
of the board of education's ·
proposed realignment of
school boundries.
J
Parents, mostly mothers,
1
formed picket lines beginning
' at 8 a.m. and remained until
shortly before the end of the:
school day. Pol ice were
; present from the beginning.:
1
but the prote~t was peaceful .
and no incidents occurred.
About 10 a.m. a group of'
five protesters, led by Mrs.'
Joan Taylor, attempted to
enter the building to make an'
!appointment with School.
1
Supt. Edward Burton. They
were told that Burton was ou(
1of town for the day and would
I not be avaibble. The group of
; five conferred briefly, then'
: annou need plans to return·,
! again each lhy until a meeting'
with the supcrinteridcnt was:
gran~d.
! In a news release, the'
1Parents Concerned About'
'Schools called the recent pro- '
lposal from the board for
redistricting "an attempt to:
take control of schools away·
1
!from parents." The proposal.'
it was charged, was "the result'
1
1of an underhanded deal with·
!state school authorities in:
1C o I u m bu s , con s u m m at e d
·!without regard to the feelings
·jlof the taxpayers of Elyria."
!
School administration Qf1facials denied these charges,'
saying that the redistricting'
proposal is the restdt of!I
..
• careful study by both local·
school authorities and state'.
1
otlieials. A spokesman for the
1
board terr;:cJ the protest "un- [
ne~es~arL ________ .---- ___ .

I
!

'
I
I

I
1.
1

l
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For the seco~~sccutivc~
day, Parents Concerned.
About Schools formed picket r
I i n es a t t h c s c h o o I administration offices in Elyria.
The number of protesters at,1
today's rally was estimated at!
about 100 by police.
J
Again the only incidents.
that occurred were peaceful.
Just a'., yesterday Mrs. Joan I
Taylor, leader of the group, i
and four others tried to make
an appointment with Edward:
Burton, school superin-'.
tendcnt. They said that they'.
1
intended to present to the
1
board of eduction a petition
·!bearing more than 2,0ool
signatures asking the gocal (
schools to reconsider their I
proposed redistricting plan. I
They were told that Burton I
was unable to sec them today,
but might be able to meet with
l them sometime later in the
week.
Th<.' protesters turned down
an offer to have the petition I
accepted by Burton ·s secretary /
on the grounds that "we want
to make sure that Burton
himself can see the wide support there is for this protest."
1
They again declared their intention to return each day un- )
til a meeting with the
superintendent is arranged.
Meanwhile, the board of
education issued this!
statement: "The redistricting I
plan for Elyria schools, sub- I
mitted to the board of cduca. tion and passed unanimously
;by the duly-elected members
of the board last week, will
prevail. The plan will work to.
the benefit of all Elyria res- 1
idents, relieving overcrowding I
at some of the city's junior!
high schools and resulting in!
less expensive buitding pro- I

l

I

I
l

_g_i:~~~~·-··_ _ j
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... ·· -R.~ 1~rcscntativcs of Parents/
Concerned About Schools.,
finally met with s_chool Supt. I
EdwarJ Burton this afternoon.
The meeting came after the:
third successive day of picket-'
ing by_ the group led by Mrs.)
Joan l aylor.
.
- - - - · The exact substance of the
\meeting was not disclosed, but:
it appeared from statements'
issued later that little progress'
had been made. Speaking for
1
her group Mrs. Taylor said,
"Mr. Burton was totally in-'
different to the feelings of the
better than 2,000 taxpayers 1
who signed our petition calling for reconsideration of the,
redistricting proposal. We feel'
1
that the welfare of our
children is more important'.
than making life easier for the
school administration, which·
has submitted itself to the
whims of the higher-ups down·
in Colurnbu,. -\\'e want to
have something to say about
the way our schools are,
run."She would not sav'
!whet.her the picketing woul~!
,continue.
I
j Burton called reporters into·
•his office after the meeting
and told them, "I really fail.
to sec the logic behind this;
protest. We have a rcdistric-'
1
ting plan here which satisfies
the state requirements, but'
!which was developed by our
pwn people. ft promises to'
result in a better educational'
system for <ill our pupils and at 1
the same time should save us 1
·---

-

l

'

I

l.:q~~~i;;;::;~;~~f;~t~t~~

1

.
-plan.. ______________
.... ______ ,._
___
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P-i
i e-p-r ~sent in g:
Parents Concerned About:
Schools surrounded the schoc)I
administr:1tion offict:s in 1
Elyria, Ohio, this morning in'
protest of the bc)artfs pro-,'
po~ed realignment of school'
boundries which would maintain racial separation in the 1
school sy~tem.
Parents, mostly mothers,;
formed picket lines beginning
at 8 a.m., and remained until.
shortly before the end of the
school day. Police were
present from the beginning.
but the protest was peaceful
and no incidents occurred.
About JO a.m. a group or"
five protesters, led by black
civil rights figure, Mrs. Joan
Taylor, attempted to enter the
b u i I d i n g to m a k e a n a ppo in tmen t with School Supt.
Edwaru Burton. They were
told that Eurton was out of
town for the day and would
not be available. The group of·
five conferred briefly, then
announced plans to return ·
again each day until a meeting '
with the superintendent was
granted.
In a news release, the.
Schools called the recent pro-·
posal from the board for.
redistricting "an attempt to'
take control of schools away'
firom parents. "
iI
The proposal, it was charg- ·
ed, was "the result of an
underhanded deal with state
!Choo! authorities in Columbus, consummated without·
rc_gard to the feelings of the'
taxpayers of Elyria." The,
group called for a new proposal which would include
busing of pupils, if neces-;ary, 1
to ensu n.: a more equ it~1hle
racial m,1J..e-up in the schools. :

I

I

School administraliun of-'
I ficials denied these charges, 1
saying that the redistrictina'
plan is the result of cardur'
study by both local school 1
authorities and state official;.:
A spokesman for the board
termed the proicst "un-:
necessary" anJ adckcl that the
board cou Id not cater to the'
i needs of every special interest 1
Jgroup.
~
1

---·---------------------

I
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tt1csccon(I day fri a ro\•/
Parents Concerned About
Schools formed picket lines
the school administration offices in Elyria. The number of:
protesters, most of them'
Negroes, at today's rally was',
estimated at about 100 by'i'
police.
Again the only incidents.
that occurred were peaceful.!
Just as yesterd:iy, Mrs.
Joan I1
.
Taylor, leader of the group. 1
and four others tried to make·
an appointment with Edward'
Burton, sch o o I super in-·
tendent. They said they in-'
tended to present the board of
education with a petition
bearing more than 2,000
signatures asking the local'
schools to reconsider their.
proposed redistricting plan
which would, in their words,
"maintain segregation and.
racism in Elyria." They were
told that Burton was unable
to see them today, but might·
be able to meet with them;
sometime later in the week.
1
The protesters turned down·
an offer to have the petition•
accepted by Burton's secretary j
on the grounds that "we want i
to make sure that Burton
himself can see the w idc sup-)
port there is for this protest."j
They again declared t~eir in- 1
tent1on to return again each,
day until a meeting with the
'
superintendent is arranged.
I
-f:Q;

at:

Meanwhile, the board
issued this statcment:"The 1
redistricting plan for Elyria'
schools, submitted to the'
board of education, and pass- 1
ed unanimously by the duly- 1
elected members of the board :
last week, will previal. The 1
plan will work to the benefit I
of all Elyria residents, rcli'ev- '
ing overcrowding at some of'
;the city's junior high schools
'.and resulting in less expensive
:building programs in the'
lfuturc.
The board intends to I ·
,
ihave no dealings with·
1troublemakers and outside 1

t~_g~tators."
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---Repri:s-c~~1Tv-e--or t.he
Parents Concerned About
Schools finally met with
School Supr. Edward Burton
this aftcrrwon. The meeting \
~cam~ after th~ th.ird sue- i
.cessrvc day of picketing led byi
Mrs. Joan Taylor a local f
black civil rights leader.
I
The exact sub~tance of the
meeting was not disclosed, but :
it appeared from statemments '
issued later that little progress
had been made. Speaking for
her group, Mrs. Taylor said,
"Mr. Burton was totally indifferent to the feelings of the I
better than 2.000 taxpayers 1
who signed our petition calling for reconsideration of the i
redistricting proposal. We feel
that the welfare of our
children is more important :
than making life easier for the 1·
school administration which
has submitted itself to the i
~hims of the higher-ups down~
m Columbus who are known.
for their racist attitudes. We
wan.t to have something to say
about the way our schools are
\run."
She would not say
, whether the picketing would
continue.
.
Burton called reporters into
;his office after the meeting
and told them, "I really fail
to see the logic behind this·
, protest. They would protest
about something no matter·
what we did. We have a:
redistricting plan here which 1
s a t i s f i e s t h e s t a t e r e- .
. quircments, but which was;
·developed by our own people.
It promises to result in a better educational system for all:
our pupils and at the same·
time should save us money in
the long run."
!
He promised to listen to all
"rcasonabk" objections to the
Ian.

I

l

I

!

I

... --

-·----~------ ----~ ...

1

-·
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Pickets representing~1
Parents Concerned Ahout
Schoob surrounded the school 1
administration offices in!1
Elyria, Ohio, this morninoo in I
protest of the board of educa-.
tion's proµosed n:alignmcnt or'
school b,);.rndrics which would'
bring integration to the school:
system.
Parents, mostly mothers,,
formed picket lines beginning
at 8 a.m. and remained until·1
shortly before the end of the
school day. Police were:
present from the beginning, :
But the protest was peaceful
and no incidents occurred.
About 10 a.m. a group of
five protesters, led by white
anti-integration figure Mrs.
Joan Taylor, attempted to
enter the building to make an
appointment with Schpol
Supt. Edward Burton. They
were told that Burton was out
of town for the day and would
not be available. The group of
five conferred briefly, then
announced plans to return.
again each day until a meeting.
with the superintendent was
granted.
\
In a news release, the
Parents Concerned Abollt
Schools called the recent proposal from the board for
redistricting "an attempt to
take control of schools away
from parents."
The. proposal, it was charged, was "the result of an
underhanded deal with state '
school authorities in Columbus, consummated without
regard to the fcdings of the
taxpayers of Elyria." The
group called for a new pro-:
posal which would eliminate
busing pupils for the sole.
purpose of integrating schL•ols.

I

School administration olftcials denied these charges,·
saying that the redistrictingp.ropusal is the result of careful
study by both local school'
authorities and state officials.
I

I

- ------·,

A spokesman for the board··
termed the protest "un-.
necessary" ancl add·2d that 'the·
board felt an obligation to
consider the needs of the city's
minorities.
I
·-· ·----------
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For the second day in a row I
Parents Cori cer nc~: ;\ bc1u t
Schools formed picket lines at'.
the school administration offices in Elyria. The number or'
protesters, all of them white,!
at today's rally was estimated;
at about 100 by police.
;
Again the only incidents.
that occurred we re peace fu L,
Just a~ yesterday ;\frs. Joan.
Taylor, lcada of the group,:
and four others tried to make
an appointment with Edward'
. 1
Burton, schoo I superin. tendent. They said they in-'
tended to present the school'
board with a petition bearing
more than 2,000 signatures
asking the local schools to'
reconsider their proposed re-districting plan which would,'
in their words, "destroy the
concept
of
neighborhood
schoold in Elyria." They were'
told that Burton was unable to'
see them today, but might be
able to meet with them sometin_i~ ~:t~r in the week.

Meanwhile the board of
education issued this
statement: "The redistricting
plan for Elyria schools, submitted to the board of education and passed unanimously·
by the duly-elected mcmbc_rs
o( the board last week, will
the benefit of all Elyria
residents, relieving
overcrowding at some of the
city's junior high schools ~nd
resulting in less expensive
<building programs in the
future. The board intends to
pursue its policy of total in____ .---;
;.tegration.
·-· - -····
.
.

!

i

The protesters turned down
an offer to have tr.e petition'
accepted by Burton's secretary'
on the grounds that "we want'.
to make sure that Burton
himself can see the wide sup-'
port there is for this protest."
The)' ae>ain declared their in-'
tention "to return each day un- '
t i I a mec.ting with the
superin:cndent is arr:rngcd.
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Keprescnt:tt·1ves ot the
Parcn ts Con (e med About·
Schools finally met with
School Supt. Edward Rurton
this afternoun. The mci.:ting
came aft<:r the third successive
day of picketing by the group
Jed by Mrs. Joan Taylor, longtime local fo..: of integration.
The exact substance of the
meeting Y:as not disclosed, but
it appeared from statements
issued later that little progress
had been made. Speaking for
her group, Mrs. Taylor said,
"Mr .. Burton was totally indifferent to the feelings of the
better than 2,000 taxpayers
who signed our petition calling for reconsideration of the
redistricting proposal. We feel
that the we! fare of our
children is more important
than making life easier for the
school administration which
was submitted itself to the
whim of the higher-ups down
in Columbus who are known
for their ultra-liberal attitudes.
We want to have something
to say about the way our
schools arc run."
She would not say whether
the picketing would continue.
Burton cjl.llcd reporters into
his office after the meeting
and told them, "I really fail
to see the logic behind this
protest. These people have no
idea of changing times. We
have a redistricting plan here
which sat is fi cs state r cquirements, but which was
devclopcd by our own people.
It promises to result in a b·.!tter educational system for all
our pupils, and at the same
time should s::rn: us money in
the Jong run."
He promised to listen to all
"reasonable"' objections to the
plan.
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Appendix 4
Attitude Scales
Now that you have read the newspaper clipping, please answer· the following
questions. We want your first reaction. Do not leave arq ot the seal••
blank. Please make your check marks in the Jli.ddle of the appropriate space.
Check the box which best describes your feelings toward the school
adnini.stration of Elyria:
-

.•

:

extremely somvhat
favorable favorable

:

s .ghtly
favorable

:

neutral

I

I

I

alightl7
aoaevhat
extre•l7
unfavorable unfaTOrable untavorable

Check the box which best describes your feelinga toward Supt. Edward Burton.
:

I

I

:

extremely aoJ1SWhat
favorable favorable

sl1ghtl7
favorable

:

neutral

;

:

alightl7
somewhat
extn.17
unfavorable unfavorable untavorabla
'

Check the box that beat describes your feelings toward the Parents Concerned
About Schoolai
:

:

extremely somewhat
favorable favorable

.• slightl7

l

.I

neutral

:

l

I

•lightly
soJDSWhat
extremly
untavorable unfavorable untavorable

!avorable

Check the box which best describes your feelings toward Mrs. Joan Tqlor,
leader of the protest.
:

I

:

extremely somewhat
favorable favorable

slightly
favorable

I

neutral

:

:

I

slightly
somewhat
extremely
unfavorable unfavorable unfavorable

Check the box which best describes your feelings toward the total situation
described in the article:
:

:

I

:

I

I

slightly neutral slightly
extremely somewhat
favorable favorable favorable
favorable
to· school
to school
to parents
administration administration
concerned

somewhat
favorable
to parents
concerned

extre•ly
favorable
to parents

concerned

Check the box which best describes how you think the events you read about
!will eventually turn out:
:

:

complete victory conpromise in
for school
favor of school
administration administration

:

I

total
conpromise in conplete victory
compromise favor of
for parents
parents
concerned
concerned

~---·~~----~~~--~------~--------------------~--------------------
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